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William A. Mackenzie, HI — Police Chief
"Andy's" sudden and untimely death as a result of a
hunting accident this past fall saddened the com-
munity. A very substantial trust fund to assist his
wife Bernetta and daughter, Meaghan resultedfrom
a major community effort. Chairman Richard
Reed's report on this effort is reported elsewhere in
this town report. We can be proud of the
community's response to this tragedy.
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Bennington in the County of Hillsborough in said State,
qualified to vote:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Bennington on Tuesday, the 13th of
March next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
Additionally, pursuant to RSA 39:2-a and the vote of the Town at the March 4, 1975, An-
nual Meeting, you are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town on Thursday, the
15th day of March, 1984, at seven o'clock in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
2. To see if the Town will (a) appropriate a sum of money for the construction of highways
from State Highway Route #47 to and within the Onset Subdivision, so-called, provided that
the cost of same shall be assessed by the Selectmen against the owners of property abutting or
served by such highways pursuant to the provision RSA 231:28 et seq\ (b) determine whether
any appropriation under this article shall be raised by borrowing or otherwise, or (c) take any
other action in relation to the foregoing. (By petition and the Selectmen)
3. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and appropriate for highways and bridges.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow such sums of money as
may be necessary in anticipation of taxes.
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to transfer tax liens and convey
property acquired by the Town by tax collector's deed by public auction (or advertised sealed
bid) or in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice may require.
6. To see if the Town will vote to accept legacies and gifts to the Town in trust or otherwise
by any individual or individuals, or take any other action relating thereto.
7. To see if the Town will vote to transfer any balance in either the Fire Department ap-
propriation or the Water Department appropriation to a Capital Reserve Fund to be used
towards the purchase of equipment or plant in the future.
8. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize withdrawal from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund for use as setoffs against budget appropriations in the amount in-
dicated; and further to authorize the Selectmen to make pro rata reductions in the amounts if
estimated entitlements are reduced, or take any other action hereon.
Appropriation Estimated Amount
Police Department $ 3,500
Fire Department 3,500
Street Lighting 2,500
Parks and Playgrounds 2,500
$12,000
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, negotiate for, con-
tract for, accept and expend and to do all other things necessary to obtain such Federal, State
or other assistance (financial or otherwise), or take any other action relating thereto.
10. To see if the Town will vote to revise Town Officers salaries of the Selectmen, the Health
and Welfare Officer, and the Fire Wardens as follows: Selectmen — Increase to $750; Health
and Welfare Officer — increase to $700; Fire Warden, Chief — increase to $200; Fire Warden,
Deputies — increase to $150, and raise and appropriate money for the same.
11. To see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate to purchase a new police cruiser.
Also to authorize the withdrawal from the Capital Reserve Fund and application towards this
appropriation such funds as may have been accumulated for this specific purpose. In addition
to apply against this appropriation the insurance payment, received in January, 1984, for
damage to the cruiser.
12. "To see if the Town of Bennington shall call upon the Governor and Executive Council,
its State Representatives and State Senator to promptly convene a Special Session of the
Legislature for the sole purpose of preventing the imposition of huge cost increases in electric
rates resulting from the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant on the citizens, businesses, schools and
agencies in the Town of Bennington, and to direct the Selectmen to promptly notify our above
listed elected officials of the Town's desire." (By Petition)
13. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate an amount of $1,800 to paint the exterior
of the fire station, or take any other action in relation thereto.
14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey to Monadnock Paper
Mills, Inc.: (1) the right to maintain and repair that portion of an existing earthen dike which
extends easterly on the boundary line between land of David H. Clow and Gail M. Clow and
land of the Town to the western side of Acre Street; and (2) to grant a right of access from Acre
Street to said dam over said dike; or take any other action in relation thereto.
15. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $17,500 as the Town's share of a
total project cost of $1 1 1 ,675 to replace the Town bridge over the tail race on old Route #202;
also to authorize the Selectmen to raise such sum by borrowing or otherwise, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
16. To raise and appropriate $1 ,000 as Bennington's portion of the cost in order to maintain
the Probation Officer attached to the Hillsboro District Court.
17. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $50,000 to purchase a
combination four-wheel drive bucket loader, snow plow and wing, and to authorize the Select-
men to raise such sum by borrowing or otherwise or take any other action relating thereto.
18. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and appropriate for the painting of the
front of the town hall, or take any other action relating thereto.
19. To raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $12,000 for the extension of a water main
up Dodge Hill Road with costs to be shared by the residents who will be served. Also to vote
that the Selectmen be authorized to borrow such sum of money that is necessary to carry out
the project, or take any other action in relation thereto.
20. To see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate to pay the normal operating costs
of the Town (as set forth in the Town Budget), or take any other action thereto.
21. To hear reports of Committees and act thereon.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this thirteenth day of February, in the year of our Lord nine-




SELECTMEN OF BENNINGTON, N.H.
A true copy of Warrant — ATTEST: Charles E. Lindsey
Erving A. LeCain
Joseph C. Cuddemi
May we call to the special attention of the voters that the Warrant items will be taken up
Thursday evening, March 15, 1984 at 7:00 p.m.
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF BENNINGTON, N.H.























Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Intergovernmental Revenues:
Meals and Rooms Tax Shared \





State Aid Water Pollution Projects
Motor Vehicle Fees
Federal Grants — E.P.A.
Licenses and Permits:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Charges for Services:
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property







Income from Water and Sewer Depts.
Revenue Sharing Fund
Total Revenues and Credits

















BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF BENNINGTON, N.H.








BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF BENNINGTON, N.H.
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The year was one of continued progress for the community.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
We were all deeply shocked at the untimely death of our young police chief leaving a young
widow and very small child. The town rallied around to cover for both the emergency— amply
and well done by our specials and the Antrim and Hancock chiefs — as well as a tremendous
fund raising effort by a committee headed by "Rick" Reed. We can be proud of their efforts
and the community and area response. Separately there is a report from this committee in the
town report.
We are fortunate in being able to obtain a new chief, Thomas Crowell, who comes to us both
experienced and well recommended. We are sure that the town's people will make him and his
family welcome.
The Selectmen will be recommending the purchase of a new police cruiser which has been
substantially provided for through a trust fund. It is because of this plan that we did not make
repairs to the cruiser but instead will put the insurance reimbursement towards the purchase.
WATER POLLUTION COLLECTION AND TREATMENT PROJECT
The town authorized the construction of the planned collection system which will be pumped
to Antrim to their treatment facility at a recessed September town meeting. State and federal
approvals have been obtained and commitments from the FmHA for not only a guaranteed
loan but also for a substantial grant for the project. Construction should begin this summer.
A sewer agreement with Antrim has been completed, approved by the officials of both towns
and by the state which should be of benefit to both towns.
SEMI-ANNUAL COLLECTION OF TAXES
As the Selectmen warned last year in the town report it is necessary to go to the semi-annual
collection of taxes beginning with this year. Estimated tax bills will be going out to all property
owners as of July 1st and by late fall the final tax bill with credit for the earlier part-payment
will go out.
ONSET SUBDIVISION ROAD
For many years the Selectmen have been seeking a solution to the connection of the Moun-
tain Road to Route 47 which was to be a part of the town's action in throwing up a portion of
the Old Collins Road at the time the ski area was formed. This road which was also intended to
serve the Onset Subdivision was never completed to town standards and in the meantime many
changes of ownership have taken place both in the ski area and the subdivision.
Under guidance of town counsel the Selectmen hope to develop an arrangement whereby the
road will be completed to town standards and the cost will be assessed to the subdivision abut-
ters (therefore without cost to the Town) and the ski area. If the abutters who must pay this
assessment wish this cost financed over a period of years (and the town is protected by a lien on
the property until fully paid) the Selectmen have agreed to long term financing with the total
debt service cost to be paid by the property owners.
A public hearing, as required by state law, was held on January 30th to provide necessary
legal basis for such borrowing in the event that the hoped for solution is acceptable and the
Selectmen may ask for such bonding authority in the warrant.
LANDFILL
As authorized at last year's town meeting the three towns engaged the engineering firm of
Dufresne-Henry to make a survey of the joint landfill and to assist us in obtaining qualification
as a separate solid waste district under current state law. That study has been completed and
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with proposed modifications in procedures at the landfill the state has approved us as a
separate district. All three towns feel that qualification as a separate district provides substan-
tial protection for the future.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
As always the fire department has not only provided excellent fire protection but continues
to be a very effective force in the community for community betterment. We are proud of the
department and they deserve your support.
FINANCIAL
Your Selectmen are quite conscious of the increasing burden of real estate taxes and are
gravely concerned at the burden it imposes. However, we feel that the citizens should realize
that many of the additional costs which must be borne are the result of the state's fiscal prob-
lems which they have solved by reducing distributions of income to the cities and towns and at
the same time passing on additional mandated services without providing any financial
assistance. Because the town's only source of revenue is property taxes we have no real options
in this matter.
THANK YOU
We become more and more aware as the years go by that the operation of a small town and
the services provided are only possible by the dedicated work of many who serve either without
pay or certainly with very small pay. To all of those our thanks.
REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
Early this year our prime project was preparing a zoning ordinance and revision of the town
sub-division regulations to bring all in compliance with the federal and state regulations. The
proposed changes were approved by the townspeople at the town meeting.
There were no major sub-divisions during the year, with the largest creating no more than
five lots. Several small sub-divisions were approved, including several based on the revised sub-
division regulations permitting the creation of a single rear lot with reduced frontage re-
quirements.
The new plat filing procedure is now in effect. After a fee is paid by the sub-divider, approv-
ed sub-division plats are left with the planning board. The town then has the plats recorded.
Forms are now available for those who wish to submit a sub-division for approval. Ar-
rangements to obtain copies of this form can be made through any planning board member.
Wayne C. Roy,
Chairman
ANNUAL REPORT OF ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Since the adoption of zoning by the Town of Bennington 1 983 has seen no cases submitted to
the Board of Adjustment.
Respectfully submitted,
John J. Cronin, III, Chairman
Board of Adjustment
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TAX YEAR 1983 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF
VALUATION OF THE TOWN OF BENNINGTON
IN HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official





Date: Oct. 6, 1983
Description of Property 1983 Valuation
Land $2,451,648
Buildings 6,478,950
Industrial Buildings 1 ,97 1 ,500
Public Utilities: Electric 236,470
Water Pollution Control Facility 604,500
House Trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel Trailers
Assessed as Personal Property (45) 2 1 3 , 1 50
Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $11,956,218
Elderly Exemptions (31) 293,250
Water and Air Pollution Control Exemptions 604,500
Total Exemptions Allowed 897,750
Net Valuation on Which the Tax Rate is Computed $11 ,058,468
List the valuation of the property or properties on which
a payment in lieu of taxes is to be received $150
ELECTRIC, GAS & PIPELINE COMPANY OPERATING PLANT
Public Service Company of N.H. $236,470
Number of Individuals Applying for ann Elderly Exemption 1983
Number of Individuals Granted an Elderly Exemption 1983
Total Number of Individual Property Owners in Current Use
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use
Farm Land
Forest Land (White Pine Types)
Wild Land (Unproductive)
Recreation Land
WAR SERVICE TAX CREDITS
1. Paraplegic, double amputees owning specially
adapted homesteads with V.A. assistance.
2. Totally and permanently disabled veterans,
their spouses or widows, and the widows of
veterans who died or were killed on active duty.
3. All other qualified persons.
Total Number and Amount
Estimated





















TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR 1983 OF THE
TOWN OF BENNINGTON, HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official
records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief. RSA 41:15.







Election and Registration expenses
Cemeteries
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses
Legal Expenses
Advertising and Regional Association
Town Clerk — Auto Fees
Police Department
Fire Department, Inc. forest fires
Town Maintenance














Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense — Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense — Tax Anticipation Notes
Fiscal Charges on Debt FHA — Water Project
Police Dept. — Office & Pagers
Fire Dept. — Radio
Highway Dept. — Sander
Recreation Dept. — Back Stop
Filing case for maps
Water Pollution Redesign Engineering
1984 Water Pollution Construction








































Municipal Water Department 15,000.00
FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 3,200.00
Insurance 11,500.00
Unemployment Compensation 350.00





Interest and Penalties on Taxes 5,000.00
Resident Tax Penalties 100.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 3,496.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 39,529.00
Highway Subsidy 12,102.00
Railroad Tax 42.00
State Aid Water Pollution Projects
Sewerage Redesign 8,000.00
Motor Vehicle Fees (State) 2,029.00
EPA — Sewerage Redesign 30,000.00
EPA — Sewerage Construction for 1 984 860,000.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 27,000.00
Dog Licenses 800.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 200.00
Income from Departments 250.00
Rent of Town Property 50.00
Landfill — Antrim and Francestown 12,800.00
Interests on Deposits 100.00
Trust Funds 2,800.00
Miscellaneous 1,000.00
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
Sewerage Construction 450,000.00
Income from Water and Swer Departments 25,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 9,952.00
Fund Balance 4,500.00
Total Revenues and Credits 1 .498,265.00
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations + 1,619,632.00
Total Revenues and Credits -1,498.265.00
Net Town Appropriations = 121,367.00
Net School Tax Assessment(s) + 420,267.00
County Tax Assessment • + 44,293.00
Total of Town, School and County = 585,927.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement - 68,999.00
ADD War Service Credits (See page 6) + 3,575.00
ADD Overlay + 1,457.00
Property Taxes To Be Raised = 521 ,960.00
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PROOF OF TAX RATE COMPUTATION
$11,058,468 x 47.20 = $521,960.00
Valuation Tax Rate Property Taxes To Be Raised
TAX COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
A Property Taxes to be Raised
B Gross Precinct and/or Servi<
C Total (a + b)
D Less War Service Credits










For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official








All funds in custody of treasurer










Water Pollution Project Reimbursement
Other bills due Town:
Town of Antrim — Landfill





(a) Levy of 1982
(b) Levy of 1981
Total
Uncollected Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1983
(c) Levy of 1981
Total
Grand Total
Fund Balance — December 31, 1982
Fund Balance — December 31, 1983


























Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills outstanding




Unexpended Balances of Bond & Note Funds
(a) Sewerage Treatment Land
FICA Taxes
Unemployment Taxes
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't)
School District Tax Payable
Federal Withholding Taxes
Total Accounts Owed by the Town
Total Capital Reserve Funds
Total Liabilities















Property Taxes — Current Year — 1983
Resident Taxes — Current Year — 1983
Yield Taxes — Current Year — 1983
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes — Previous Years
Resident Taxes — Previous Years
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties: Resident Taxes
Tax sales redeemed







Federal Grants EPA Reimbursement
Total Receipts from State
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Total Licenses and Permits
Charges for Services:
Income From Departments — Landfill
Other Depts.
Sale of Gravel








































Interest on Investments of Revenue Sharing Funds
Solid Waste Study — Antrim, Francestown, Monadnock
Paper Mill
Total Other Financing Sources
Non-Revenue Receipts:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes
Savings Account Transfers
Total Non-Revenue Receipts
Total Receipts from All Sources















Election and Registration expenses
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses
Legal Expenses
Advertising and Regional Association
Total General Governmental Expenses
Public Safety:
Police Department
Fire Department, inc. forest fires
Total Public Safety Expenses
Highways, Streets, Bridges:
Town Maintenance



















Patriotic Purposes (Memorial Day)
Total Culture and Recreational Expenses
Debt Service:































Interest Expense — Long-Term Bonds & Notes 17,220.00
Interest Expense — Tax Anticipation Notes 9,495.84
Interest Expense — Other Temporary Loans 2,017.50
Total Debt Service Payments 48,483.34
Capital Outlay:
Radios 1,389.20
Solid Waste Landfill Study 15,568.00
Sewerage Collection Project 39,490.15
Highway Sander 3,200.00
Ball Park Backstop 1,227.00
Other Capital Outlay — Police Office 1,303.42
File — maps 608.05
Total Capital Outlay 62,785.82
Operating Transfers Out:
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds 12,300.00
Total Operating Transfers Out 12,300.00
Miscellaneous:
Municipal Water Department 16,697.99
Cemeteries 2,878.45
(a) FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions —
FICA held in Escrow (1,345.51)
Insurance 13,419.66
Unemployment Compensation 338.69
Other Miscellaneous Expenses 29.19
Total Miscellaneous Expenses 32,018.47
Unclassified:
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes 310,000.00
Taxes bought by town 37,546.18
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 205.42
WH Tax 448.13
Refund and Payment from Yield Tax Escrow Fund 589.73
Transfers 60,000.00
Other Unclassified expenses (Auto Permit Fees) 1,134.00
Total Unclassified Expenses 409,923.46
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
Taxes paid to County 44,293.00
Payments to School Districts 387,834.00
Total Payments to Other Governmental Divisions 432,127.00
Total Payments for all Purposes 1,152,170.82
Cash on hand December 31, 1983 97,928.44
Grand Total 1,250,099.26
(a) State Approval Not Received Until January, 1984
BONDS AND LONG TERM NOTES AUTHORIZED-UNISSUED:
As of December 31, 1983
1979 — Land For Sewerage Treatment 5,000.00
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SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, 1983
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
North Bennington Road — 1978 10,000.00
Town Hall Repairs — 1981 5,000.00
Total Long Term Notes Outstanding 15,000.00
Bonds Outstanding:
FmHA — Water Improvement — 1981 336,400.00
Total Bonds Outstanding 336,400.00
Total Long Term Indebtedness — December 31, 1983 351,400.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long Term Debt — December 31, 1982 371,150.00
Total 371,150.00
Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year:
Long Term Notes Paid 1 1 ,750.00
Bonds Paid 8,000.00
Total 19,750.00
Outstanding Long Term Debt — December 31, 1983 351,400.00
DETAIL OF YIELD TAX DEPOSIT
Balance January 1, 1983 $ 70.00
New Deposits 1,850.05
Total $1,920.05
Assessed and Applied in 1983 610.00







SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1983
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings 100, (XX)
Furniture and Equipment 5, (XX)
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 25,000
Furniture and Equipment 3, (XX)
Police Department Equipment 7,500
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 90,000
Equipment 60,000




Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 35, (XX)
Water Supply Facilities, if owned by Town 350,000





Balance, January 1, 1983
First National Bank of Peterborough $ 23,058.06
Plus Receipts 1,227,041.20
Less Disbursements 1,152,170.82
Cash Balance, December 31, 1983













Year Ended December 31, 1983
Auto Permits $32,877.50
Filing Fees 13.00
Dog Licenses, Penalties and Fees (see below) 1 ,027.50
TOTAL $33,918.00





Less — Clerk and State Fees 209.00
Turned in to Town Treasurer $818.50
Edward E. French
Town Clerk
Hours for the Town Clerk and Tax Collector: Monday, Wednesday and Fri-
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Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
DR-
Uncollected Taxes —
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
-DR- — Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of—
Previous
1982 1981 1980 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes —
Beginning of Fiscal Year* $ $33,048.75 $18,142.88 $233.08
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year**





Edward & Mary Lou Benoit 300.01
Juluis Church Estate 571.70
Helen Corcoran 549.70
David & Brenda Lovell 1 ,036.64
Dennis & Eve Magoon 199.92
Richard & Brenda Pacsay 820. 1
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Theodore & Dorothy Veale 1,451.11
Crotched Mountain West 13,472.20
Granite Camps Inc. 2,967.74
Henry & Paul Gibbons 234.20*
Paul & Henry Gibbons 121.53
*
21,724.88
* Paid in January
UNPAID PROPERTY TAXES FOR 1983 — RESIDENT
Athlon & Barbara Huntley 991.20
Ardell Johnson 2,430.80
Carl Johnson 434.80
* Dwight Johnson 1,048.78
lames Johnson 330.40
Robert & Edwina Knight 315.80
PaulLavoie 2,312.80
* Robert & Sheila Liljeberg 920.40
David & Brenda Lovell 1 ,082.80
* Richard, Jr. & Judith Lyons 708.00
Richard, Sr. & Ardelle Lyons 2,714.00
* Richard Lyons, Jr. 1,727.67
Randall & Teresa Lyons 954.00
* John & Joan MacNutt 1,345.20
Kevin & Denise Magoon 1.180.00
Dennis & Eve Magoon 198.80
Marie Magoon 991.20
Roger Magoon 1,436.80
Sean & Linda Magoon 1,366.00
Ronald & Christine McClure 1 ,298.00
McEathron& Coffin 283.20
Francis, Jr. & Darlene McHale 1 ,250.80
Norman & Jo Mercier 1,203.72
Richard* Judith Miller 212.40
Moore & Davies 1,038.40
Joseph & Lorreta Nolan 1,295.20
Duane & Florence Ordway 623.60
Jeffrey & Julie Oxford 967.60
Richard & Brenda Pacsay 799.60
Edward & Jane Pelletier 684.40
Ricupero&Solod 1,120.29
Dana & Doreen Robertson 1 87.00
Daniel & Janet Rodrigues 320.00^
Dana&MargoRoiko 1,180.00
Nocholas Secor 1,334.82
Lawrence & Susan Seneschal 1,180.00
•Richard & Constance Smith 236.00
**Rodney Speckman 954.00
Frank & Dawn Strout 1,144.13
DaltonTodd 473.09
Michael & Ann Toussaint 778.80
Theodore & Dorothy Veale 1,510.40
Quentin& Carolyn Walsh 527.60
Ada Warren " 634.40
Harold & Darene Warren 469.20
Gary Whitney 1,048.78











Boston & Maine Railroad
*James & Barbara Boyle
Edward Cielakie
David & Linda Corbett






Doyle, Hagan & Tighe
Paul & Linda Dubuque
Arthur Gagnon
William & Audrey Gall
Henry & Paul Gibbons




John & Mary Hagen
Karyn Hall
John & Diane Hay







Roy & Marilyn Lovell
Thomas Mclnerney
Monadnock Structures
Ward & Barbara Nay
James Nelson
Gary Nowak
Charles & Deborah Phillips
Harry & Ruth Rausch
Angela & Mortimer Rifkin




Larry & Margaret Samuels
Bastida Schall
























































Roland & Patricia Trembly 165.20
Beatrice Tripp 637.20
•Whittemore Lake Inc. 2,360.00
Wolf Mountain 377.60
$45,368.%
* Paid in January
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* Paid in Januarv
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS — 1983
From State:










Commercial Haulers Permits $ 50.00
Planning Board 253.45
Election Filing Fees 13.00




Income From Trust Funds













Regulations $ 1 .00
Bank Error 49.00
Public Service Co. 8.00
Continental Telephone Co. 1.71
NH Local Welfare Assn. 15.00




NH Municipal Workers Compensation Fund $ 2,183.27
NH Municipal Unemployment Dividends 143.17
Stuart F. Clark 256.00
Peterborough Savings Bank 166.65
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Monadnock Paper Mills, Inc.
U.S. Treasury
Continental Telephone Co.



































































DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS

















NH Health Officers Assn. 10.00
NH Tax Collectors Assn. 26.50
John Cronin 5.40
Brown and Saltmarsh 176.18
Peterborough Transcript 2,402.50
Monadnock Paper Mills, Inc. 100.00
NH Town Clerks Assn. 12.00
The Messenger 15.00
Rodney C. Woodman 35.00
Manchester Union Leader 24.00
NH Assessing Assn. 20.00
Contoocook Valley Advertiser 255.50







Wheeler and Clark 44.53
NH Municipal Assn. 417.88
Homestead Press 77.10
Eastern Topographies 45.00
NH Secretarys Assn. . 10.00
Peterborough Savings Bank 25.00
Bennington Post Office 219.70
Branham Publishing 24.55
Tenney Farm Florist 25.00
John E. O'Donnell & Assoc. 325.00






























































Public Service Co. 7,401.21 7,401.21
Police Department
William A. MacKenzie, III


























NH Association of Police Chiefs
Weber News







NH Law Directory & Day Book
Equity Publishing Co.



























Meadowood Fire Training School
James Dodge
Treasurer, BFD

















































Taxes bought by Town
Edward French, Tax Collector 37,546.18 37,546.18
Insurance
Stuart F. Clark 9,557.66
NH Municipal Workers Compensation Fund 3,862.00
13,419.66
Vital Statistics
Edward French 40.00 40.00
Landfill
Alton Construction Co. 17,393.05
J. P. Chemical 165.00
General Expenses of the Highway
Barrett Equipment, Inc. 276.00




Sanel Auto Parts 131.35
Century Auto Supply 226.79
Bennington Garage 3,469.55
State of New Hampshire 162.03
Antrim Lumber Co. 263.96
Sidney Huntington 1,010.44
Continental Telephone 209.47
NH Explosives & Machinery 90.09
John Grappone, Inc. 1,286.75
Gilbert Welding 114.76
Mr. Gee Tires 321.50
H. Fairfield 321.66
R.J. McClure 56.62
United Co-operative Farmers 57.50
Wayne's Oil Coating 64.00
Henniker Glass Works 75.56
Rymes Heating Oils 2,566.48
Town Road Aid
Robert Snyder 744.00
Lake Asphault & Petroleum Co. 5,995.73
Sidney Huntington 180.00







X-Orb of NH 785.98
Richard Watterson 144.40
Alton Construction Co. 48.00
Robert Snyder 1,032.00
Magoon Construction Co. 864.00










United Co-Operative Farmers 112.50
Tarring
Lake Asphault & Petroleum Co. 2,454.14
Town of Hancock 40.00
X-OrbofNH 451.99
Harry Dorr 577.50
Magoon Construction Co. 180.00






Helena Ayers 2,475.66 2,475.66
Town Poor
Peterborough Savings Bank 95.56





Hillsboro Probate 1 .00
NH Municipal Association 7.50
Vaillancourt ' 113.90
NH Welfare Assn. 30.00
Monadnock Health & Welfare 3.00
Mr. & Mrs. David Nichols 940.00







Advertising and Regional Associations
Monadnock Family & Mental Health
Monadnock Regional Assn.
Antrim Rescue Squad




















































































NH Water Supply &
Pollution Control Comm. 74.00




Bristol, Babcock, Inc. 990.00
John French 20.00
David Skerry 20.00
Ti Sales, Inc. 112.63









Magoon Construction Co. 81.00
Bennington Garage 14.50
Rodney Woodman, Inc. 23.90
George Davidson 14.40
Rymes Heating Oils 26.77
Carroll Warren 745.00
Special Appropriations
Barrett Equipment Co. 3,200.00
Antrim Lumber Co. 469.81
Bruce Hall 137.61
Bound Tree Corp. 1,389.20
Clough & Cleary, Inc. 326.00
Allen Kendall's Office Specialists 513.22
Joseph MacGregor 94.83
Larry Seneschal 100.00
Gate City Fence 1,227.00






Sewerage Collection & Treatment Project
Blodgett and Makechnie 1,661.90
Peterborough Transcript 36.25
Dufresne-Henry Engineering Corp. 37,792.00
Interest
Farmers Home Administration 17,220.00
First National Bank of Peterborough 2,017.50




Peterborough Savings Bank 310,000.00 310,000.00
Bonds, Notes & Capital Reserve
Trustees of the Trust Funds 12,300.00
First National Bank of Peterborough 11,750.00
Farmers Home Administration 8,000.00
32,050.00
Transfers
Peterborough Savings Bank 60,000.00 60,000.00
County
Hillsborough County Treasurer 44,293.00 44,293.00
Unemployment Tax
NH Municipal Unemployment
Compensation Fund 338.69 338.69
Schools
Conval School District 387,834.00 387,834.00
Subtotal 1,153,068.20
Income Withheld from Employees
Federal Income Tax:
Balance carried forward from 1982 521.20
Less December 1983 Liability ( 73-07) 448.13
FICA Tax held in escrow (1,345.51)
Total Disbursements — 1983 1,152,170.82
Summary of Appropriations
Highway Dept. — Sander: 3,200.00
Barrett Equipment Corp.
Town Office — Map Filing Cabinet:




Police Department — Office:
Antrim Lumber Co. 469.81
Eaton Furniture Co. 254.00
Paul Lavoie 16.00
Bruce Hall 137.61
Clough & Cleary, Inc. 326.00
Larry Seneschal 100.00
1,303.42
Police Department — Pagers:
Bound Tree Corp. 489.20
Fire Department — Radios:
Bound Tree Corp. 900.00
Recreation Department — Backstop:





















































Maintenance at the Town Hall has continued as needed and has been done to prevent future
expenses. The floors have been washed, waxed, and maintained throughout, interior painting
has been finished, and general repairs have been completed.
The furnaces have been maintained and a new emergency power supply light has been install-
ed in the Old Firemen's Hall. Due to the illness and subsequent death of my Mother, I have
assumed the duties, with the permission of the Selectmen, until the Town Election 1984.
Proposed projects for consideration in the immediate future should be the exterior painting
of the Town Hall, a new Exit Door in the kitchen (as suggested by the Insurance Inspector),
and a change in the construction and placement of the basketball hoop in front of the Stage,
for the purposes of safety.
Respectfully submitted,
David C. Traxler FOR
Dorothy M. Traxler
HEALTH & WELFARE DEPARTMENTS
1983 was basically a fairly routine year for the welfare department with total expenditures of
$3,789.93. This figure is nominal considering it included nursing home expenses. The fuel
assistance program once again helped keep the costs down and I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank those who are eligible for participating.
The health problems are numerous, most of them to do with septic tanks and sewage. Our
upcoming sewer system will absorb the sub-standard systems in the Village but the remainder
of the town will have to be dealt with conforming with State statutes and local ordinances. The
State Department of Health has assigned more duties to local health officers, more time but lit-
tle money involved.
Barbara Huntley
Overseer of Public Welfare
and Health Officer
ANTRIM-BENNINGTON RECYCLING COMMISSION
The five members of the commission were appointed following last year's town meeting and
have met monthly. During the summer barrels for collecting green, brown, and clear glass were
placed near the exit of the landfill and have been monitored regularly by the commission. The
response has been very good and the care that people have taken to keep the glass clean and
properly separated is very much appreciated. We hope to encourage even more people to recy-
cle in 1984.
Elaine Barrett — Bennington
Frank Cordelle — Bennington
Dorothy Penny — Antrim
Richard Pleasants, Chairman — Antrim
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BENNINGTON HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
I would like to thank the townspeople for giving me their support last March.
I have improved many roads this past year by cutting back brush and trees, putting in
culverts where needed, and tarring as many roads as appropriations would allow.
The new sander that was purchased this year was greatly appreciated. It has had a lot of use
with so much ice and snow.
The equipment is in good repair, but the 1971 Ford is getting tired, and the town should start
thinking about a replacement in the near future.
I did not accomplish all that was intended, but with your help and understanding, 1984





The Bennington Recreation Committee would like to thank everyone who has worked on the
various committees to help make 1983 a successful year.
Some of our activities which took place at Sawyer Memorial Park were ice skating and
baseball. I would like to thank Paul Lavoie for taking care of the skating rink. Also, I would
like to thank the many people who helped me do a great deal of work on the Little League field
which included installing a new backstop. Another thank you to Sid Huntington and Bob
Knights who rebuilt the fireplace at the ballpark.
The summer program at the town beach was very successful. I would like to thank Norman
Mercier for his time and materials for painting the bath-house. It is such a nice improvement.
Leigh Larsen was the lifeguard at the town beach and she was assisted by Pat Chicoine and
Joan Schnare. Swimming lessons were held for all the children and as usual the highlight of the
program was "Water Fun Day."
The Little Red Wagon, a theatre group from the University of New Hampshire, provided
two programs which were enjoyed by many children and adults.
A new addition to our program was a Halloween Party which was sponsored by some in-
terested parents. The party and the dance were a big success and I hope they will do it again
next year.
Once again the Community Christmas Party was very successful. Pierce School children
entertained everyone with songs. As usual they did an excellent job. This was followed by a
Community sing-along. Then Santa came for his annual visit and he passed out gifts to all the
children. Refreshments were served and it was an enjoyable evening for all.
I must mention how disappointed I was concerning the Community Christmas Tree. The tree
was only up one day before the majority of the lights were stolen and destroyed.
Members of the Bennington Recreation Committee for the year of 1983 were: Jean Cernota,
Pat Chicoine, Christine McClure, Carrie Whittemore, and Joan Schnare. If you have any




SCHOOL BOARD REPRESENTATIVE REPORT
Another year has passed and the time has arrived to "take pen in hand" and prepare a
resume for the Town Report.
At the start of school in September, 90 students were enrolled in our school. This high enroll-
ment necessitated the voluntary transfer of 6 students to Antrim School. This leaves Pierce
School with an enrollment of 84 students.
Our school staff remains relatively constant. A few changes included Miss Joyce Chuilli
from Peterborough Middle School (PMS) replacing Brooks Rjce who joined PMS. Barbara
Bennett replaced Janet Rodriguez as Chapter I aide to the 5/6 grade combination. Brian Whit-
temore joined the Pierce staff as a part-time aide in Mrs. Young's third and fourth grades.
Brian also coaches wrestling at Conval High School. Claudia Sysyn assignment changed to the
first and second grade combination. The rest of the staff remained in their same positions.
Joan Schnare, Teaching Principal and Readiness; Carol Reed, Readiness aide; Priscille Chi-
coine, Chapter 1. The part-time staff includes, Babette Merchant, R.N., Nurse; Annarae
Hunter, Art; Dale Tyer, Music; Richard Hebert, Physical Education and Margaret (Scottie)
Aborn, Matron.
I would like to devote part of this report to the physical aspects of maintaining a school
system. The heating system was unsuccessful in producing heat up to the 5/6th grade
classroom. Adjustments were made in the system that produced more comfort for the students
and staff. Minor repair to the slate roof was accomplished this year but further repairs are an-
ticipated.
January's ice storm created an "emergency" situation in the transportation of homeward
bound students thus showing the need for closer communication between school administra-
tion, transportation and parents.
A major concern for the near future is the decision whether to build a new (middle) school or
to remodel Peterborough Middle School.
The school year education programs includes the 3 R's plus various public activities held in
conjunction with local organizations; Spelling Bee, Plays, Hobby Show, Prize Speaking, etc.
The School Staff and Students appreciate the free use of the Town Hall for these activities.
It has been a very active year with many extra meetings above and beyond the regular School
Board Meetings but I have enjoyed it and thank you for keeping me "on the run."
Respectfully submitted,




The Antrim-Bennington Rescue Squad responded to 145 calls in 1983, 101 in Antrim, 35 in
Bennington and 9 for Mutual Aid. Of these calls, 23 were automobile accidents involving 30
patients.
Officers for 1984 are Marshall Beauchamp, chairman; Richard Edmunds, vice-chairman;
Wanda Clough, secretary/treasurer. Thank you for your continuing support.
Balance on Hand: January 1. 1983 $4,260.66
RECEIPTS
Receipts: Jan. 1, 1983 to Dec. 31, 1983












Office and Postage Expense 60.00
Insurance 970.00
Miscellaneous Expense 261.57
Expenditures: Jan. 1, 1983 to Dec. 31, 1983 $8,056.21




For those of you who might not know, I accepted the position of acting Police Chief effec-
tive January 1, 1984. I look forward to meeting the residents of Bennington and seek all of
your cooperation in helping your Police Department in keeping Bennington a safe and en-
joyable community for all. As has been the policy of the Police Department for the last several
years there will be police coverage 24 hours a day, either through myself or one of our special
officers. I look forward to working with the people of Bennington and hope that 1984 is a good
year for us all.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas M. Crowell
The year 1983 brought the tragic loss of our Police Chief William A. MacKenzie, III. Not
only did we lose a fine Police Chief but a good friend. While we will miss "Andy" we will
always have the many good memories of him while he was our Chief.
Respectfully submitted,




WILLIAM A. MACKENZIE III MEMORIAL COMMITTEE
On November 10, 1983 the Town of Bennington lost a dedicated public servant and many of
us, a friend, Chief of Police, William A. MacKenzie III.
The memory of the terrible accident that ultimately took Andy's life, the suddenness and
finality of his passing, and the knowledge of the devastating effect it must have had on those
closest to him will remain with us always, but so too will something else. From this tragedy and
great loss, a sense of community and support developed from throughout the Monadnock
Region and from outside of our area as well, including from Massachusetts and even from as
far away as California. In response to radio and television news broadcasts, news and press
releases, and.over three hundred letters sent out by the committee, as well as numerous phone
calls to area businesses, service and fraternal organizations, and individuals, a ground swell of
support for Andy's family developed.
I wish it were possible in the confines of this report to share with you the many caring and
poignant letters that were received, and each containing a memorial contribution in Andy's
memory.
Particularly touching and meaningful was the response of our own school children from
Pierce School who voted unanimously to donate to Andy's Fund much of their Student Coun-
cil funds they themselves had raised to purchase items useful to the School. I am sure too that
none of us will ever forget the sight of these wonderful children who Andy had come to know
waving their miniature American flags in a heartfelt and beautiful tribute to a friend they had
liked and respected as the Funeral procession passed by Pierce School on its way to the
Cemetery.
The school children from Antrim, too, made a meaningful donation from their fund in a like
spirit of caring and concern.
Our special thanks is also extended to both the townspeople of Bennington in their generous
remembrance of Andy, and to the members of the Bennington Fire Department for their
tremendous support and leadership in helping to raise funds for Andy's family.
Further, I would be remiss if we did not especially recognize the great support and the many
contributions from those at Monadnock Paper Mills.
Special thanks is also extended to such organizations as the Bennington Fire Department
Ladies' Auxiliary, V.F.W., and Peterborough Fire & Police to name but a few of the organiza-
tions who rallied to support Andy's family in this time of tragedy.
Further, cord wood was donated and raffled off with over $1,500 collected, and contribu-
tion jars were placed at over 35 locations throughout the area and resulted in an additional
$1,300 raised.
All of these wonderful contributions and activities taken together have allowed this
Memorial Fund to extend far beyond the goal that we originally felt was attainable. The out-
pouring of support and kindness has truly been a meaningful and deeply touching experience
for all of us.
While the immediate task of raising funds is nearly complete, the Committee members will
now focus their attention on administering the Trust Fund that has been established to benefit
Andy and Bernetta's daughter, Meaghan Elizabeth.
It is our hope and intention that with careful management, the income from this Trust Fund
will help to defray many of the costs directly associated with the raising of a child in today's
world.
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It is with grateful appreciation and heartfelt thanks to Andy's many friends, and a deep
sense of responsibility to Bernetta and Meaghan Elizabeth MacKenzie that we respectfully sub-
mit this report.
Sincerely,









On Thursday, January 26, 1984, your Selectmen had the great pleasure of presenting the
Boston Post Cane to Bennington's oldest citizen. The cane was presented to Marion L.
Griswold, age 89, who has lived in the same house in Bennington since 1916. The presentation
was made at her home with many of her children and grandchildren present and it was a delight
to recognize this lovely lady.
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BENNINGTON WATER DEPARTMENT — 1983
Unpaid balance forward $ 2,433.49
Current year's water rents 30,950.70
Miscellaneous charges 933.50
Interest on past due accounts 653.74
Total billed for 1983 $34,971 .43









Credit carried from 1982 76. 10
Abatements issued 91 .47








Stephan Chase, Jr. 88.35
Donald H. Clough 51.78
Donald M.Clough 34.56
•David Clow 100.99








Julius Church Estate 164.40
Lyman DeLiguori 32.51
Robert Knight 26.10





















Unpaid December 31, 1983 $2,679.78
Paid in January
BENNINGTON FIRE DEPT.
We wish to thank all of our friends and neighbors for the fantastic support we received from
our auction and suppers.
1983 was a relatively quiet year for calls. Rescue calls were up by 10 and fire calls declined by
25. We would like to think people are becoming more safety conscious as far as burning wood
which is the main cause of the majority of our fire calls. However, 1984 has already seen a
substantial increase in fire activity. Since the beginning of our year, December 1st, we have
already responded to 15 fire calls.
Budget wise it has been necessary to expend almost $1,000 to repair equipment in this new
year. Therefore, the department will be asking for a 10% increase in our appropriation.
We wish to remind you of a new state law which requires all new dwellings to install smoke
detectors. In addition any rental property is required to have installed smoke detectors on each
and every "living" level. If you have any questions about this new law or anything else please
feel free to contact us.
Best wishes to you all for a happy, healthy and safe 1984.
Respectfully submitted,
John French, Fire Chief
Donald Taylor, 1st Deputy Chief
Bruce Edes, 2nd Deputy Chief
RESCUES: FIRES:
Medical emergencies — 28 Chimney — 8
Auto accidents — Antrim 7 Automobile 1
Auto accidents — Bennington 7 Stove Problem — 1
Total Calls — 42 Gas Wash _ j
Heat Tape — 1
Electric Motor — 2
Standby — no power — 1
Mutual Aid — 8
Total Calls — 23
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EVERGREEN CEMETERY
For: Services rendered Spring 1983-Fall 1983: Spring Clean-up — Raking, Spring-Summer
— Mowing, Fall Clean-up — (will have to be accomplished in Spring, 1984 — early snow).
145 hours labor (includes extra equipment, help, trucking,
etc.) @ $5.00 per hour $745.00
Materials and equipment billed to Town of Bennington for
use on cemetery spring 1983-fall 1983:
Antrim (Edmunds) Hardware Store — May/June, 1983
1 pr. grass shears — $13.50
1 metal watering can — 26.00
39.50*
Agway Inc., Peterborough — December 1983
V/i tons land lime @$62.50/ton — $218.75
$218.75
(This will be in storage to be spread on entire Evergreen
Cemetery in the spring of 1984.)
Budgeted $1,000.00
LESS Labor 745.00








G.E.P. DODGE LIBRARY — BENNINGTON, N.H.
LIBRARIANS REPORT 1983
Library Hours









Books Delivered, Book Mobile
Adult Fiction 490
Non-fiction 203
Children, fiction & nonfiction 510
Total 1 ,203
State Books Currently on Shelves 722
Film Program for Pierce School
Jan. 1, 1983-June 10, 1983 25
Circulation






Cash on hand 1/1/83 5.15
Inc. — fines donations and sale of P.B.'s 61.12 66.27
Expenditures —
Postage, book ret. postage, incidentals 61.77
Balance on hand 12/31/83 4.50
Donations:
A memorial gift in the name of Hazel Burrows, was donated by Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bur-
rows, The Face of Lincoln, by James Mellon;
An orange knife manufactured in Bennington around 1902 and a picture of Miss Mae
Cashions primary grades taken in 1907 by Mr. Frank Keeser was donated by his sons, Richard
and Wesley Keeser;
New andirons for our fireplace were donated by Mrs. John (Georgietta) Bryer. Thank you
all very much.
We have endeavored to upgrade our non-fiction books this year as the ones we had were
severely out-dated. I hope every one who has used our reading room and reference material has




G.E.P. Dodge Library Bennington, N.H. 03442
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AS OF APRIL 1. 1983
NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
ALDRICH DAVID t ANN MARIE
PARADISC LAND S BUILDING 1.67 Slt500 $21,000 $22*500
ARMSTRONG ALICE t EDNA










BARRETT W. DAVID % ELAINE
DOE HOMESTEAD 63.00
BEAUCHENE ROBERT & HSIV
LOT 13 EDWARDS .75 $3,500 $23,500 $27,000
BEAUMONT SARAH
JEWELRY SHOP 12.70 $5,000
BELL CHRISTINE
HOMESTEAO
MCCOY HOUSE 2.00 $3,000 $16.00
BENNETT EDWARD & JANE ANN
GRISWOLD
BENNETT EVERETT & ELEANOR
HOMESTEAD .75
BENNETT NORMAN & BARBARA
MOONEY LOT 3 5.30 $5,250 $31,500 $36,750
BENNET T NORMAN
SHOP
FURNITURE SHOP $7,500 $12,750
TOWN OF BENNINGTON
GOULD LOT 12.00
BELCHER THOMAS & DEBRA
LAND & BLDG LOT 4 PARADISE 1.86 $2,000 $20,500 $22,500
BENOIT EDWARD & MARY LOU
HORIZON ACRES 25 - 28 3.50 $6,000 $12,750 $18*750
tIGELOW MAHY
HOMESTEAD 35.00 16.5P0 $15,000 $21,500
BILLINGS WILLIAM
KBW LOT IP 3.00 $3,000 $7,500 $10,500
name: «*'D pescription
BILLINGS WILLIAM t "ARY
TRAJLER ft LOT 1A












PUXTON CHARLES* LOUISE ft SANDRA
HOMESTEAD LOT 9 EDWARDS
CARRARA FRANK t JOSEPHINE
HOMESTEAD
CARSWELL DANIEL & CLAUDETTE



















CERNOTA ARTHUR & EDWARD &
HATFIELD ROBERT
BRYER HOMESTEAD
CERNOTA ARTHUR* EDWARD* RAYMOND*
ARNOLD & STELLA ABBOTT
THOMPSON WOOD LOT
CHAMPAGNE JAMES & NANCY
FRENCH HOME
CHASE JEFFREY H & LINDA L
FENERTY LAND LOT 2
ACPES







CLARK PETER & LORNA
HOMESTEAD
CLEARY WILLIAM & JOYCE MINER
HEATH HOUSE
MARION CLEARY HOMESTEAD
CLEARY WILLIAM & SANDRA M.
HOMESTEAD






CLOUGH HARRY & NANCY
HOMESTEAD
CLOW DAVID t GAIL
PARRIS HOMESTEAD
CLOW HOWARD 8 MARTHA
CASHION HOMESTEAD





LAND ON ROUTE 31
COOK CHAPLES JR & ISABEL
DUPFEE HOMESTEAD
COOK GLENN S. JILL WOOD









COTTER CLYDE & ANNA
HOMESTEAD




















































COX J. NORTON & DRUSILLA
CUDDEMI HOMESTEAD
CRONIN JOHN I II
HOMESTEAD
LAND












DAMIAN ARTHUR & CLARK
LOT 4 BALCH ACRES
DAVIDSON ROGER & MARY
HOMESTEAD













DELORENZO HORATIO & FERRANTI JOHN
SAWYER HOMESTEAD
DESCHENES ALBERT & PAULINE
AYERS HOMESTEAD
DELIQUORT LYMAN & KAREN
KEILIG HOMESTEAD
DIEMOND JOSEPH & PATRICIA
HOMESTEAD
DODGE JAMES & VIRGINIA
HOMESTEAD
DORR CAROLINE
































































NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
DORR LARRY
GLADYS WARREN HOMESTEAD










DUNN-SmITH SALLY R ANNE PUPGFR
BUTT COTTACE .50 $1,600 $14,400 $16,000
DURGIN JOHN R LULU
LAND R TRAILER
SAW KILL R SHED
BARN





ELLIOTT RICHARD J & NORMA C
WOOD HOMESTEAD
EPPIG PETER & MARY
OFF FRANCESTCVN ROAD






FLANDERS THOMAS R HELENE
PERKINS HOMESTEAD
















GLYNN DAVID A R EDWARD LUIZ
LOT 2 BALCH ACRES
GLYNN DONALD R DOROTHY
SHELDON HOMESTEAD
11.00
NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
GOFF SOPHIE U
HOMESTEAD LOT 12 EDWAPDS .75 $3,500 $23,500 $27,000
GRAHAM GARRY
LANO & BUILDING 1.10 $2,000 $20,500 $22,500
GREENE THOMAS U. & PATRICIA M
.
STEWART HOMESTEAD .50 $1,500 $23,500 $25,000
GRISUOLD MARION
HOMESTEAD 1.00 $1,500 $lfl»500 $20,000
GULISH RONALD & LINDA
PINE MEADOWS LOT 10 2.50 $3,000 $27,000 $30,000
HALE GOPDON I "APGARET
HOMESTEAD 2.00 $600 $27,000
LAND 43.00 $1,15 D $28,750
HALL, BRUCE W i SHARON L.
SENESCHAL HOMESTEAD 4.36 $5,000 $22,000 $27,000
HANDY ISABEL
CARROLL HOMESTEAD
HANDY ROBERT t. JANE
HANDY HOMESTEAD
LAND 63.00 $1,650 D $26,650
HANDY JUDITH
RYDER HOUSE .50 $1,500 $16,500 $18,00
HECK LOUIS K & LYNN
LOT 8 KRW 5.00 $3,750 $18,000 $21,750
HEDDY THOMAS I JUDITH
WARNER COTTAGE S GARAGE 5.00 $10,000 $13,500 $23,500
HIRSH JILL
LAND I BLDG .50 $1,000 $11,000 $12,000
ACRES








LINDSAY WILLIAM & MARY
BALCH HOMESTEAD LOT 1
LOVELL DAVID & BRENDA
LOT 14 PINE MEADOWS




LYONS RAYMOND & ROBERTA
HOMESTEAD
LYONS RICHARD JR & JUDITH
TROW HOMESTEAD & BARN
LYONS RICHARD SR I ARDELLE
HEININEN HOMESTEAD
LOT 1 MOONEY SUB DIV




MACKENZIE WILLIAM & BERNETTA
PARKER HOMESTEAD
MACNUTT JOHN & JOAN
CLARK HOMESTEAD
MAGOON. KEVIN D. & DENISE M.
PARADISE LAND
MAGOON DENNIS & EVE
LAND t TRAILER - NEWTON
MAGOON MARIE
LOT 1 PINE MEADOW
MAGOON ROGER
FRENCH HOMESTEAD & GARAGE
BARTLETT LOT
MAGOON SEAN P AND LINDA M
LOT 2 PART OF BARTLETT LOT
MARlNELLO. ANTONIA & LILLIAN
KBW LOT 5
KBW LOT 4









































































NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
MCCARTHY JOSEPH & ARTIE
LO T 7 KBW 5.00 $3,750 $1,200 $10,000
A $14,950
MCCLURE RONALD R CHRISTINE
LOT 1 PARADISE HOMESTEAD 3.50 $3,500 $24,000
$27,500
MCEATHRON DAVID & BETTY COFFIN
ED DEROSIER HOMESTEAD .50 $1,000 $5,000 $6,000
MCGREGOR. JOSEPH t DEBORAH
LINDSAY HOMESTEAD 4.00 $3,600 $24,400 $28,000
MCHALE FRANCIS & DARLENE
STLAWRENCE HOMESTEAD 3.50 $3,000 $23,500 $26,500
MCKAIG KEVIN & CAMILLE
LOT 6 PINE MEADOW 2.40 $3,500 $19,000 $22,500
MCINNIS GRACE
HOMESTEAD 2.50 $2,000 $16,000 $18,000
HCKENNEY DENNIS D & DARLENE L
LOT 6 KBW 5.00 $5*500 $1,500 $5,500 A $12,500
MERCIER NORMAN A 8 JO A
ALDRICH HOMESTFAD 1.75 $2,250 $23,000 $25,250
MILLER. RICHARD & JUDITH
TRAXLER LOT & TRAILER 1.00 $1,500 $3,000 $4,500
MILLS FLORENCE
EATON LAND 12.00 $10,000 $10,000
MINER KENNETH & JOYCE
HOMESTEAD 1.00 $2,000 $29,000 $31,000
MONADNOCK PAPER MILLS

















WATER TREAT EXEMPT RSA72-12A $604,500 G
$604,500 EXEMPT $2,967,700
MONADNOCK REAL ESTATE TRUST
RT 202 TAYLOR LAND 70.00 $21,000
TAYLOR LAND WEST 54.70 $1,217 D
KIMBALL LAND .38 $2,000 $24,217
MOORE MARGARET ft BARBARA DAVlES






















NEWHALL LAUPENCE & MAE
HOMESTEAD
BEMIS LAND





NOLAN JOSEPH & LORETTA
PINE MEADOWS LOT 17
PINE MEADOWS LOT 16
PINE MEADOWS LOT If
NORBUTUS KATHRYN
BYRNE HOMESTEAD




ORDWAY DUANE & FLORENCE
OURGIN TRAILER & TOWNSEND LAND
OROWAY FRANKLIN
HOMESTEAD
ORMES EDGAR & EMMA
DAY COTTAGE
OSSMAN ANNA
HOMESTEAD CABINS & COTTAGE
OSWALD RICHARD I LINDA
LAND t BUILDING
OXFORD JEFFREY & JULIE
HAWKINS
COURSER LAND S TRAILER
ACRES
NAME AND DESCRIPTION
PACQUETTE* LAURENCE S. MARY
HOMESTEAD LOT 8 EDWARDS
PACSAY RICHARD & BRENDA
ALDRICH HOMESTEAD
PAIGE VERnA S SANDRA CLEARY
LAND
PARADISE J^HN & BRENDA




LOT 19 PINE MEADOWS
LOT 22 PINE MEADOWS
SPEC HOUSE LOT 10
PARISI DONNA
CAR MOLTER HOMESTEAD




PARSONS HAROLD I HILA
MCNUTT HOMESTEAD




































POMROY GAERY & THELMA
NEW HOMESTEAD





POWERS ROBERT & HELEN
HOMESTEAD
QUINN TIMOTHY & HENRIETTE
LOT 9 KBW
RANDALL FREDERICK & LUCILLE
LOT 2 KBW
RAYNER GEORGE JR *. LILLIAN
SAWYER HOMESTEAD
REED RICHAPD & CAROLE
STROMPFCK HOMESTEAD
RICUPERO KEVIN 8 & KAREN SOLAD






















NAME ANO DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
ROBERTSON DANA S, DORTEN
LANT S. TRAILFR
RODRIGUE? DANIEL & JANET
LANT & BLDG WESTON SUB
ROIKO* DANA I HARGO
LOT 6 I BUILDING - PARADISE
ROY STEPHEN & LYNNE
HOMESTEAD
ROY WAYNE t ALICE
DAVIS HOMESTEAD
SANDERS RICHARD & SHARON
KBW LOT 7 fi, HOUSE
SARGENT BARBARA
TRAILER Of LAND OT BIGELOw




SCHNARE DONALD * JOAN
YOUNG HOMESTEAD




SENESCHAL LAWRENCE I SUSAN
PARADISE LAND & NEW HOMESTEAD
SEYNORE ROBERT SR. * GAIL
LOT 5 KRW SUB DIV
SISSON RICHARD & ANN
PINE MEANDOWS LOT 21
SJOGREN CHARLES * KATHLEEN
HOMESTEAD





E SIDE DURG1N RD I BUILDING
STAHL ROBERT
LANO t RLDG ANTRIM RD
STARKWEATHER GEORGE
HOMESTEAD t TRAILER
STEWART ARTHUR & ELSA




1.50 $3,500 $22 f 500
1.50 $1,500 $25,500
3.50 $3,000 $15,000




















































STROUT FRANK C OAWN
LOT 9 PINE KEAOOWS MO"ESTEAC
SMETT FREDERICK t RUTH
FENERTY HOUSE
TAROIFF TERRY & PATRICIA
FENERTY LANO t HOMESTEAD




TOWNLEY-TILSON MARY t IRENE LAMbERT
HOMESTTAD LOT 36 ONSET
TODD DALTON
HOMESTEAD





TRAXLER PHILIP I ELSIE
HOMESTE AC
TROW JAMFS I G«ACE
HOMESTEAD
TUCKER PFNTON I LCRRAlNE
CATON MOMETTFAO
TYLER RODGFP T
HOMESTEAD L"T 6 EDWARDS
VARN'UM JTROME ( BARBARA
LOT 5 I HOMESTEAD PARAPISE
VEALE THEODORE t DOROTHY
BAILEY LOT t HOMESTEAD






HOMESTEAD HOUSE * eARN
TRAILER ON FRANCIS LEBLANC LAN $2,000 A $47,000
WARREN HAROLD A DARENE
TRAILER I LEANTOO 7.00 $3,000 $1,000 $7*000 A $11,000
ACRES
NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
WARREN JOHN X SHIRLEY
HOMESTEAD
PINE LAND
MEADOW LAND AT TOWN WELL
PORTION OF HOMESTEAD
PORTION OF HOMESTEAD
WATTS ALAN AND JEAN T
HOMESTEAD LOT 1 EDWARD ACRES












WILLIAMS DEL^aR & BEPNICE
DALTON HOMESTEAD LOT 7 FDWAPDS
WILLIAMS ARTHUP M & DOROTHY E
TURNER HOMESTEAD






WILSON FRANK & HAZEL
HOMESTEAD















































WING HAROLp I GERALDINE
NEWTON HOMESTEAD
WOOD ROBERT L S, LINDA A
MORRILL RICHARD & SANDRA
COTTAGE
1.50
NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
YOUNG VIRGINIA
HOMESTEAD 2.50 $4«0O0 J2&.000 130,000
ZACHOS SAMUEL & LINNEA
HOMESTEAD 2.00 13,000 $15,000 $18,000
ZANGA IDA




C - INDUSTRIAL BLDGS
D - LAND USE ASSESSMENT
E - PUBLIC UTILITIES
F - VEHICLES
G - UATEK TREATMENT PLANT




AS OF APRIL It 1983
NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER
ABBOTT DAVID ESTATE
MOUNTAIN LANO 29.00 $6*000 $6*000
NAME AND DESCRIPTION
BULL KEENETH & DIANA






LOTS 10 & 11 HORIZON ACRES
COFFIN ROBEFT & MARY
CAMP & LAND
CORBETT DAVID & LINDA
LOT 29 ONSET
COTTER RICHARD & JOANNA
LOTS 37* 3ft WOLF MT.
LOTS 10*14*15 WOLF MT.
COTTRELL GILBERT
EDES LAND I TRAILER
TACY LAND & TRAILER
COUTU MICHAEL
LOTS 33*34*35 WOLF MT.
CROTCHED MT WEST ASSOC










BEMIS CAMP & TRAILER
DEMETRY JOHN
BLANCHARD LANE
DERIENZO JOSEPH & ANNE MARIE




LOT 9 GILLIS HILL
DICHARIA ANGELO
SAWYER PASTURE & TRAILER
BUILDING & TRAILER
BUILDING
OOYLE HAGEN * TIGHE
COLBY GREEN



















































DOYNO CARLO * ARLENE
BAILEY LOT & CAMP
DUBUQUE PAUL R. & LINDA J
KULPINSKI LAND & BUILDING
DUNLAP CARL & ELSIE
JOHNSON LAND
EDMUNDS RICHARD




EGGERT CHARLES & ELIZABETH
YAKOVAKIS HOMESTEAD
ENGOAHL RICHARD & NINA
LOT 3 GILLIS HILL
FITZPATRICK JOHN
COTTAGE
FORNGES ROBERT & EVELYN
COTTAGE
FOSTER JAMES t, JEANETTE
HOME LOT 7 RHINEFELDER
LOT 8 RHINEFELDER






GALL WILLIAM ft AUDREY
LOT 2 GILLIS HILL
GIBBONS HENRY H AND PAUL J
LOTS 1 & 3 ONSET
GIBBONS PAUL & HENRY
LOT 2 ONSET
GOLDSMITH JAMESt GADE* ROGER





GRASECK HENRY & BARBARA





















LOT 15 COTTAGE GILLIS
HALL KARYN W
KULPINSKI LAND t BL1LDIKG
HAGEN JOHN & MARY
LOT 16 GILLIS
HARRIMAN SMITH
TENNEY LANO ANTRIM DEPOT
HARRINGTON WILLIAM
PASTURE LANO BOG LOT
HAY JOHN & OIANE
LOT 7 HORIZON ACRES
HART RE6INAL0 MCNULTY MARY
CUSHING COTTAGE
HEIMANN CHARLES 8 COLLEEN
LOT 3 BALCH ACRES





LAND RT 31 & 202
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP
SMITH HOUSE











LOT 12 HORIZON ACRES
LOT 13 HORIZON ACRES
KIELY THOMAS & MARILYN
HORIZON ACRES LOT 20
KING RICHARCJ & BETTY
LOT 15 PINE MEADOWS
KONDER JOHN & RA«ONA
LOTS 12 & 13 PINE MEADOWS
KOSON JACOE
LOTS 20t 31 ONSET























































LAND & BLDG EDWARDS ACRES

























MCCULLOUCH ''OPRILL - DEVEUVE
DANFORTH LAND
VCINERNEY THOMAS D.
LOTS 23 & 24 HORIZON ACRES
"CCOY LARRY & HELEN
LOT 5 HCRIZON ACRES
MCKINNEY LOWELL & CAROL ANN
LAND RT 47
LAND RT 47













MILLER GERALD & SANDRA





HURRAY JAMES & LOUISE
LOTS 21 & 22 HORIZON
LOTS 13 & 14 GILLIS
NASTASI THOMAS
GEORGE LAND
NAY WAPD C & BARBARA B
LOT 12 BALCH ACRES
NELSON JAMES




LOT 19 HORIZON ACRES
NOONEY SANFORD 8 ELEANOR
COTTAGE
NOWAK GAPY S.
LOTS 1 9 IP 11 If. HORIZON ACRE
NOWAK PETER J.
LOT 3 HORIZON ACRES
NOUAK PETER J & MARY M
MARTIN HOMESTEAD
O'BRIEN FRANK & HELEN
LOT 4 HORIZON ACRES
O'BRIEN RICHARD & SUSAN
LOT 12 GILLIS
LOT 6 HORIZON ACRES
O'BRIEN STEPHEN L & JILL S
LOT 16 ONSET AND LOG CABIN




PARISH HOWAPD R MARCIA
BAILEY LOT
PARLEE* ROBERT & KATHLEEN
COTTAGE



















































NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILOINGS OTHER TOTAL
POLSON ROBERT & 6L0PIA
ONSET LOT 5
POKORN JOEL & ylVlANNE
ROBERT WILSON HOME




RAUSCH HARRY & RUTH
LOT 8 HORIZON ACRES
R & S REALTY CORP
OFF GILLIS HILL
READ PETER R SUZANNE
LOT 4 HORIZON ACRES
WILLIAM HOME LOTS 5A 5P 6




RIFKIN MORTIMER & ANGELA
PINE MEADOW LOT 8
ROBERGE JAMES & KAREN





ROGERS HARRISON & BEATRICE
QUINN PASTURE
RYMES HEATING OILS INC
OIL DEPOT < GARAGE
SALKA & SONS INC
PART LOT 10 BLUEBERRY HILL
SAMUELS LARRY 8. MARGARET
WHITTEMORE LAND
SARANTAKOS SIRMO ft BESSIE
PINE MEADOW LOT 7
SCHALL BASTIDA
NORRIS LOT
SEIM ERIC & RUTH
LOTS 17 R 18 HORIZON
SHIELDS DA'NIEL I t>UNCY
FREEMAN COTTAGE
SKERRY ROBERT J t GARY GUNAS



















































LOTS 17 & 18 GILLIS
SOFTY ROBERT & MILLICENT
OFF OLD COLLINS RD
SOLIGAN JON & RUTH
ONSET LOT 7
















TICKLER WM & CECILE








TREMBLEY RONALD & PATRICIA
LOT 43 ONSET
TRIPP BEATRICE I.
MAILLETTE LAND & TRAILER
TRAILER
TROISI KENNETH & FAY
LOTS 29 - 36 HORIZONS
VANIDERSTINE FRANCES
























NANE AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
VELADO STEPHEN EST
LAKE LOT 1»00 $4,000 $4,000
VERTEFEUILLE PAUL ft FAITH
GILLIS HILL LOT 1 8 HOUSE 1.50 $3,000 $15,000 $18,000
VESELY JOSEPH
HT ROAD 61.00 $13,000 $13,000
VCSPA NAR6ERY ft JOSEPH
LOT 7 GILLIS HILL 1.50 $2,500 $2,500
WARREN KENNETH ft ESTHER
NT PASTURE 36.00 $756 D
PART OF HOMESTEAD 95.00 $1,995 D
BARRETT PASTURE 70.00 $1,470 D $4,221
PART OF NT PASTURE ft HONE
ASSESSEO LAND USE VALUE
WHITTEMORE LAKE INC
R0X8URY CANP 68.00 $20,000 $30,000 $50,000
WILSON EDWARD ft LIBRA
BERIS HONE .50 $1,500 $7,500 $9,000
WINSLOW ANNIE EST
NT ROAO 1.00 $250 $250
WOLF MOUNTAIN INC
LOTS 19.21.30.32 ONSET 4.00 $8,000 $8,000
WOLFE WILLIAM P




C - INDUSTRIAL BLOGS
D - LAND USE ASSESSMENT
E - PUBLIC UTILITIES
F - VEHICLES
G - WATER TREATNENT PLANT






Dorothy, the widow of Paul Traxler, died this fall
and she will be greatly missed. Like her husband, she
had been active in town affairs for many years and
leaves with all of us pleasant memories of happier
times shared together in town work.
